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EXT. THE DESERT - DUSK
Amongst the rough dunes a convoy of vehicles idle in place.
Thermenta stands lead, scanning the landscape from the bonnet of
a modified Toyota Hilux.
SAHN BRIGSTOCK APPROACHES
BRIGSTOCK
Whats a'problem Sahn?
THERMENTA
No problem Brigstock, bein' sure'a
the path is all.
Is it tho?

BRIGSTOCK

Frustrated with the mans tone, Thermenta jumps down.
THERMENTA
Feelin' you'd track better is it?
Go on Sahn, lead on. True say.
BRIGSTOCK
Sor-ee Blud, I ain't sayin'
nothin', s'just at'... We been a
long time, outta tha' last town.
Supplies gettin' low an'that.
After a short, palpable silence THERMENTA
Don't worry Sahn, s'all good.
Reckon we're less un'a day back
from Ash. We'll be on The Charge
soon enough. Get me?
He slaps Brigstock on the shoulder, leaving him as he walks round
the Hilux pastA SHAPELESS PILE OF SAND AND RUBBLE at the side of the track,
starting to move. Resolving intoKing!?! He leaps forward in a spray of grit and dust, his sword at
Brigstock's throat before anyone can realize what's happened.
Brigstock goes for his gun but CRACK - King’s head shatters Brigstock's nose before he can draw.
He grips the sagging man, pushing him forward.
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KA-BLAM - Thermenta lets off a shot into the air, stilling the
scuffle. All other Bluds have drawn in King's direction.
KING
Oy oy. HOLD. If ya would... I've no
wish to further harm this man. I'm
sure you got use for him, and don't
doubt you'd kill me if I take the
privlidge. Sahn (o.s.)
Kill him, he's drover!
KING (CONT’D)
Hold ya finger blud, an' lets not
call names. I'm Drover, true say,
but not the one yous after.
THERMENTA
Is it now? What d'you know 'bout
our goals?
KING
(in his hostage’s ear)
Ere, Brigstock were it?
(Enjoying the innuendo)
You jus reach into yon pocket
sweatpea an’ show all.
Brigstock looks to Thermenta.
Do it.
Ok...

THERMENTA
BRIGSTOCK

KING
Oh my, wha’ a delicate touch you
have...
Brigstock finds the UN-SPENT ROUND that Ash left with him. He
throws it to Thermenta.
KING (CONT’D)
Aye, young blud put it in my hand,
not my head. Get me?
Thermenta examines the bullet carefully, then looks up smiling
coldlyTHERMENTA
(Shouting loud for all)
HOLD BLUDS! Put ya'shooters away.
This man's a pal o'Sahn Ashen's...
So it is.
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EXT. THE DESERT FLAT - NIGHT
From near total darkness, two points of light appear in the
distance like the glowing eyes of some desert cat.
At about 50 ft off, Kai steps out-.
- He pulls the .22 pistol. Takes aim...
The car is almost on him WHEN...
He FIRES.
THE CAR SKIDS TO A HALT.
HARTLY
(Shouting from the car)
KAI! It's me, fuck don't shoot...
YOU HEAR?
KAI
Oy oy Bruv. Whats'is? Don't look
like your ol'Two' a'me.
HARLTY
It’s got a motor an’ space for
three. Thought it better met our
needs.
Reaching the car, Sol opens the passenger door revealing
Hartly's battered face.
SOL
What happened?
HARTLY
‘Sa long story. I’d rather not get
into it.
SOL
(Ignoring Hart)
He’s bleeding, look Kai, I think
you hit him...
HARTLY
(Alarmed)
What? Where?
SOL
(Ignoring Hart)
Look there, his cheek.
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KAI
(Impressed)
I hit ya? Is it?..
(He looks at Hart’s wound)
Ah, it’s jus' a scrape.
HARTLY
Well don't sound too disappointed.
You shot me in the fucking face.
(Adjusting the mirror for
a look)
You sure you ain't a trained
shooter? A moving target... into
the light?
KAI
(Laughing)
Lucky shot's all. Chin up bruv,
could'a been close'a. So, whys your
mug such'a picture? Can't blame me
for all ‘a that?... and where's ya
Two'?
HARTLY
I caught up with an old pal... Just
get in.
Kai leaps over the side into the back seat. Sol slips in
beside Hartly in the passenger seat.
SOL
I’m glad you came back.
(Noticing-)
With a big gun on your hip now...
Sahn.
HARLTY
(Off Kai)
So, which way we goin’?
KAI
Head for the hills Blud.
SOL
(Quietly)
It’s time you meet your Charge.
EXT THE DESERT/INT. THE HILUX - NIGHT
Thermenta rides shotgun in the true sense.
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Glancing back through the cabs small window, he nods to the men
keeping watch, one proudly leans on THE Big Gun, a tripod mounted
XM214 mini gun fixed to the flat bed.
Illuminated in the headlights, King and his men ride their mounts at
a decent trot, leading the way
Brigstock drives.
He rubs, agitated, at the thin slice on his throat.
THERMENTA
Oy Brigstock, you got summit to say
Sahn?
BRIGSTOCK
(Spitting it out)
What the fuck we doin?
Brigstock stares straight ahead, grinding his teeth.
BRIGSTOCK (CONT’D)
Ride out an' kill 'em all you said.
Now we're marchin' 'hind 'em
watchin' their horses drop turds...
I'd rather a'died with honor.
Thermenta thinks about his answer, serious.
THERMENTA
Like he says, this ain't our
country. May s'well use him while
he's there to be used. When it
comes that he ain't useful no more.
(He rubs the butt of his
gun)
'Side's. Hartly's a tricky one,
true say. I don't mean to be up
front while he lets off his first
clip. King wants t'prove he-self.
Let'im see if he can't dodge a few.
BRIGSTOCK
But once it's done? You mean to
leave him king?
THERMENTA
Do I fuck. He'll be king o'the
ground and nothin' more.
BRIGSTOCK
(nodding-smiling)
Is it fam?
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THERMENTA
Aye, so it is.
They both look out toKING, directing his men into the desert.
EXT. HARD PAN/ THE HILLS - DAWN
The low rising sun throws a long shadow off the side of our
Mercedes as it tears across the hard pan.
Hartly slows as we approach the base of a range of low hills.
We pull to a stop beside a rough track and allow the trailing plum
off dust to drift past before anyone speaks...
Hartly shuts off the engine. The three sit in absolute
silence for a beat.
HARTLY
(Off Kai)
Now what?
But it’s Sol that answers, getting out the car and starting
towards the path.
SOL
We go up and discover the fate of
humanity...
Hartly turns to Kai who just shrugs, then jumps out.
KAI
What she said.
They both follow after her.
EXT. EDGE OF THE BOULDER FIELD - MORNING
Back where Hartly left AshenDull voices that sound a million miles away, underwater.
MUFFLED VOICE
Wm hm hm nu ha mu... sh... sh
SLAP - light bursts in as ASH opens his eyes. His father crouches
in front of him. Shaking himTHERMENTA
Ash, Ash. Wake up sahn.
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THE CAVALRY has arrived. Amongst the rocks stands Thermenta's
Sahns along side King and his men.
ASH rubs at his blood crusted face looking around, trying to
shake off his daze.
WHACK ASH
(Still slurring)
All right! Fuck! I'm awake.
THERMENTA
Then speak wouldja! What the hell
happened here...
-MORE IMPORTANTLY
THERMENTA (CONT’D)
Where’s your gun Sahn?
ASH
(Shamed)
He... he took it.
THERMENTA
(With rising bile)
He. Took. It.
(To the crowd)
Someone get this Childe some water.
His anger builds as he paces a circle.
THERMENTA (CONT’D)
FUUUUUUUCK!
EXT. THE HILLS - MID MORNING
Hartly hesitantly trails a few meters behind me down the hill. Kai
pulls aside a rusted wire fence that blocks our path. The metal
practically disintegrates in his hands.
HARLTY
(Voicing his concern-)
Somethin’ feels off, why but a
picket out here..?
Kai doesn’t have an answer and, well, why ruin the surprise now. It
will all become clear before long now anyway...
We crest the hill...
THEY STOP-
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And there it is, as I was told so long ago that it would be- white
paint faded and peeling, domed copper rooftop sandblasted to a
dull green, the time weathered yet still monolithic, OBSERVATORY.
KAI
What is this?
HARTLY
I got nothin bruv. I mean, we got
plenty a'sky-scorers standin' back
in tha Grey... But none like this.
(Off the building)
What you doin' out here?
I realise that I’m gripping my necklace again but if there was ever a
time... well...
SOL
This is it...
I don’t hesitate any longer. It’s FINALLY time to get this show on the
road... I duck under a boom gate then march purposefully across
the cracked tarmac carpark towards the odd preserved building
from another time.
Hartly jogs past, of course he has to be first to the door. He gives
it a shoveHARLTY
Doors locked tight.
Kai nods towards a small black glass panel with the faded outline
of a hand printed on.
KAI
(He shrugs)
Nuthin’ ventured nuthin’ gained.
HARLTY
Wait, maybe we should...
Before Hartly, or I can stop him, Kai has pressed his palm to the
indicated position.
A RED WARNING LIGHT BLASTS ALONG WITH A SHORT ALARM
Kai bursts out in laughter at the sudden release of tension. Even
Hart gives a nervous smile whenHart whips his gun roundHARTLY
(re-holstering his weapon)
Sorry.
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I shove my way (maybe a little harder than necessary) past him and
his “piece” and reach out to place my hand on the panel.
HARTLY (CONT’D)
Wait, it wont...
calm tone - A green light flashes and the door pops a-jar.
HARTLY (CONT’D)
You been here before is it?
I don’t answer, perhaps I should, but at this point I don’t really
know what to say.
Ha! Hartly doesn't look happy as he follows me into the darkness...
INT. OBSERVATORY - COMPUTER LAB - CONTINUOUS
A soft light illuminates the floor as we enter. Standing in
darkness for a few seconds before overhead neons flicker to life,
revealingA slick, 'modern' office space, filled with rows of desks.
Hart and Kai seem mystified as they examine the 'alien' artifacts
all around Huge flat-screen monitors with computer keyboards, light boxes
with asertone maps overlaying star constellations.
On the far wall stands a massive corporate stone statue depicting
the signs of the zodiac.
A thin layer of dust coats every surface - no-one has been here for
a long time.
HARTLY
(Under his breath)
What the...
SOL
They’re computers. I think...
I take a seat in front of one of the computer screens, and reach out
to brush the softly pulsing light on the on switchHARLTY
(Snatching her wrist)
Wait. I reckon it’s time you told
me wha’s gwanin’ here.
A look passes between Kai and Sol. She hesitates, then nods.
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KAI
(Cautious)
Hartly, last true Sahn o’the Blud,
those a’the Cracked Palm, meet your
charge.
Hartly stares into my eyes for a long time, looking for the truth of
what he’s just been told.
HARTLY
(Finally finding a voice)
But, you're just a girl.
SOL
(Smiling up at him)
I’m glad you noticed.
HARTLY
But... how could you..?
Hart...

KAI

HARTLY
(Off Sol)
Where is it?
What?

SOL

HARTLY
I don't... The power... The FUCKIN'
Charge?
KAI GETS BETWEEN THEM, GENTLY PUSHING HARTLY BACK.
KAI
Easy blud, jus' hold it.
HARTLY
Who is this Kai. Answer me true.
KAI
You know her Blud. This is Sol. She
IS The Charge, get me.
Hartly struggles to understand.
HARTLY
The Charge 'at holds the power to
save all a'man? Say true, the
reason for the Bluds of Old. HOW..?
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KAI
Calm yourself fam. Trust the word
a'your father, as I did.
The statement hits him hard.
HARTLY
Aye. My father died protecting you?
SOL
(Sadly)
Me and those that came before...
Yes. He did, him and more, many
more.
HARTLY
But why? All this time I trailed...
What've I been chasing?
SOL
I don’t know. But it’s time we all
found out...
I reach out slowly and gently brush the contact...
NOTHING... THEN A loud whirring sound, the long forgotten central server
waking from hibernation. Cooling fans GRIND, struggling with
decades... Centuries of accumulated dust and inaction.
THE SCREEN flickers, a small box appears requesting SOL (CONT’D)
(unsure)
Password...
Hartly walks forwards, tentatively touching the flashing curser
on the screen. Hes never seen anything more technologically
advanced than a juke-box.
He steps back as words begin to appear.
I typeSOL (CONT’D)
S O L 9 2 9 5 5 8 0 7
=> ENTER
A standard looking operating system opens up. I reach up to my
necklace as I have so many times, squeeze it just so and;
CLICK.
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The “pendant” comes away in my hand. After a few clumsy attempts I
manage to insert it into a slot in the keyboard.
KAI
(Off Hartly)
Hold tight Sahn. Reckon we’s
abou’to go f’ride...
A silent explosion of movement and color rushes to fill the screen
faster than Hartly or Kai can follow;
A map of the world with numbers and annotations rotates 90
degrees to place the Americas horizontal across the equator;
schematics for advanced machines; floor plans for unknown
buildings; more maps, trajectories, grids, documents...
It’s too much, Kai looks away. Hartly stands transfixed as A video begins to play; digital distortion resolves into a sideways
view of a laboratory that rotates as the camera is set on a table.
A scientist in a white coat walks round into view.
WHITE COAT
Unfortunately time is short so my
explanation must be brief.
(A beat passes as he
collects his thoughts)
One month ago we completed work on
a new, advanced form of nuclear
fusion. It was supposed to supply
the worlds energy needs for the
next 1000 years. But caught up in
our own 'brilliance’ we pushed
forwards too fast, started a chain
reaction. Disrupted the Earth’s
gravitational and magnetic fields.
The iron core destabilized and our
planetary orientation has started
to slip.
(Another explosion,
closer, rocks the lab)
Our last hope is to pull the
plug... It should stop the slip but
will cause an atomic explosion the
likes of which has never been seen.
The fallout will last for
generations...
(A thought occurs, giving
renewed hope)
(MORE)
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WHITE COAT (CONT'D)
But if you are watching this now
then it means that we were able to
save this record, enough time has
passed that the radiation has
dissipated... you are a descendent
of those we will send away from
here, accompanied by only a small
armed guard. In this one small
concession we will succeeded where
we have otherwise failed
absolutely. We were able to create
a repository of all human
knowledge. It exists now in a
bunker in the nations capital
bellow a building known as ‘The
Pentagon’. Your DNA is the key that
will unlock...
Kai is first to notice; an acrid burning smell. Electronics over
heating. He looks around for the source.
KAI
Sol, somin’s not right...
The computer server gives up it’s battle with the years of neglect.
Dust clogged fans fail. The central processor burns out.
THE SCREEN goes black.
SOL
No... there was more, there was...
That can’t be it, after all this
time. I have to know...
She desperately jabs at the power switch. Takes out and reinserts her USB drive...
Nothing.
NO!

SOL (CONT’D)

She dashes away in tears, to disappear through a door, and up
a flight of stairs.
HARLTY
Sol, wait, what...
KAI
Leave her be bruv. She needs time.
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EXT. DESERT/ EDGE OF THE BOULDER FIELD - EARLY AFTERNOON
Ash stands, his gaze following the fresh tire tracks across the
open expanse of hard pan towards the distant hills that rise ahead
to meet the clear sky.
Thermenta comes to stand beside his son. He holds out an ancient
looking six shooter in a worn leather holster.
THERMENTA
Boy. F'some reason Cooper brung
this. A Sahn don't oft' make habit
of needin' a spare.
ASH
Aye. I tell him thanks.
THERMENTA
Give it a good work over an' it'll
shoot true. Mind you give it back
in better condition than what you
got it... Once it's done.
ASH
(Intentionally changing
the subject)
The hills make for a difficult
assault. We'll be in the open for a
good long time. Six hours to cross,
a'least.
Thermenta nods,
THERMENTA
That’s why we go by night, you get
me? Covered by dark... King reckons
there's two a'them. Young Hart's
found a friend... But one or two,
makes no ends, by time Big Gun's in
range it'll be to late.
ASH
P'raps I should go lay a parley. If
he has the charge, may be he'll see
the sense a'brinin' it back to the
grey. To spare more blood.
THERMENTA
Should I send all of my men, one by
one to be picked off? Think Blud!
No, we hit hard, an' all at once.
Ash is silent for a moment-
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ASH
He's good Sahn, Real good. He'd
a'been raised full long ago if his
Da'd been around.
THERMENTA
Whatya sayin? Spit it out boy.
ASH
Best not to underestimate him. You
get me?
INT. OBSERVATORY - ROOF SPACE - AFTERNOON
Hartly appears, head then shoulders, as he climbs the spiral
staircase into the observatory roof space. He looks around;
Ccomputer equipment lines the walls but all attention is taken byCentral in the room, a Huge white Cylinder, about 30 feet long,
with a chair at one end points up to the domed ceiling.
Smaller metal cylinders point towards small shutters in the sides
of the vast dome.
I sit crouched beside one of these. It's about a meter long, a foot in
diameter.
Hart walks slowly over and sits down beside me.
SOL
I’m sorry we... I didn’t tell you.
Who I was. I had to be sure I could
trust you. Not that it matters now.
The computer died. There’s no way
of knowing what I have to do next.
Hartly gestures towards the screens that line the room.
HARLTY
(Struggling with the word)
Wha’bout these, ‘pewtas up here?
Can they not show rest a’tha
message stored in your jewel? Here,
I brung it for ya.
He hands her the USB. She turns it over in her hands.
SOL
I tried them already. Fried. They
must all be linked to the central
server downstairs.
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Hartly nods. He understands enough of what she just said to
know it’s not good.
HARTLY
There must be somethin' else?
SOL
Maybe there is but I don’t know
anymore.
(beat)
I’m not special! I thought I was. I
believed I was but I can’t save
humanity. I don’t know what to do.
As I speaks a tear spills down my cheek.
Hartly raises a hand to gently wipe it away.
I catches it and hold, as someone drowning at sea would hold onto a
life raft.
We lock eyes, a rush off emotion passing between us.
Only a few inches separate us now...
HARTLY
(Breathing hard)
You are special Sol. I di’na get
any a’what White Coat were
sayin’... It means nuthin to me and
I’ll bet kai’s none the wiser. You
understood. The world needs you.
(With reverence)
You’s the Charge. Get me.
I pull him in a little closer, staring into eyes... His soul. Both our
hearts beating in our throats. Hartly struggles to find something
to say.
HARLTY
How’d you know what you was doin’
down there? With tha’
(Struggling to remember
the word Sol used)
“Serva”. Scratch 'at. How’s it you
knew t’bring us here at all.
SOL
When I was young my father used to
talk about coming here. When the
time was right. “The first stop
south”. Like it was part of some
great story. You don’t know it? I
thought it was part of your lore.
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At mention of lore Hartly remembers himself, his duty.
HARTLY
All I know, is 'at the "Bluds of
old protect the Charge". Have done
f'long as time remembered an' more.
SOL
Then we’re screwed because this is
as far as the story took me and now
your father and leader are as dead
as mine...
Sol regrets saying it the moment the words leave her lips.
SOL (CONT’D)
I’m sorry Hartly. You’re father was
a great man.
HARTLY
(Bitter)
Is it? You knew ‘im better ‘en me.
SOL
He sacrificed everything for duty.
I know it hurt him to be away from
you all those years. Kai too.
HARTLY
Kai..? What’s his part in this? He
says you was his kin.
SOL
Really? No. I mean I’ve known him
for years, since we were both
little but he came with you’re
father.
HARTLY
True say, I don't know nothin'
'bout him. What’s he to my Da?
She pauses, realizing she’s said too much.
HARTLY (CONT’D)
What? What you keepin'?
I...

SOL

KAI
(from across the room)
Ay ay.
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Amazed by the room and its contents-- like a kid in a toy
store.
SOL
(Quietly off Hartly)
I think you should ask him.
Kai seems to completely forget what he was coming up to say
as he saunters across the exotic space.
KAI
My days, what’s all this now?
Sol smiles, happy to change the subject.
SOL
They’re called telescopes...
She walks to the end of the one beside them to demonstrate.
SOL (CONT’D)
You look through this end and it
magnifies...
(She trails off, suddenly
afraid)
They're comin.'
HARTLY
How’d ya know it?
SOL
Look for yourself, through this.
Sol guides him to look through the cylinder.
A view of the desert explodes in front of his eyes.
HARLTY
Wah... this is... [incredible], I
ken see all back t’boulders... What
the fu...
KAI
What ya seein fam?
HARLTY
Sahns, settin camp, sharin’ air
with Drovers!
(beat)
‘Bout 20 total.
Hartly pulls away from the view gritting his teeth tight.
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Fuck!

HARTLY

KAI
What is it?
HARTLY
Ash is with em, he found my Two'!
KAI
(Laughing under his
breath)
Is it..? But how, it were so well
hid?
SOL
(Confused)
Your Two? What about the men!?
Hartly ignores them both, jogging for the stairs.
KAI
Where you gwan blud?
He stops and turns to answer.
HARTLY
Got plannin' to do.
KAI
You mean to stand and fight?
Aye.

HARTLY

SOL
Against 20? It’s suicide. We should
run, while we have a chance.
HARTLY
(Shaking his head)
We stand here. I wont run with
trouble at my back any longer.
(Off Kai)
This is the where, this is the
when.
KAI
(Without hesitation)
Aye, I'll stand with ya.
SOL
I... don’t know how to...
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Hartly stares at her for a second-SHE NEEDS TO LIVE...
HARTLY
I’m sworn to protect you but
there’s dangers either way, leave
now and you'll run a good lead but
go lone. We'll do best we can as
two and catch you when it's done.
Or stay and I'd keep you outta
harms way no matter what... I'd
feel... better knowing you was
safe. I can only know that for true
if you's 'ere.
SOL
You're crazy! They’ll overwhelm us.
What can you do? Two... or three
against twenty?
HARTLY
(With absolute surety)
More'en you would think.
Hartly stares her straight in her eyes. What she sees scares
and reassures by equal measure.
SOL
You are you’re fathers son. True
say, you are. Fuck it, I’m in.
They walk off down the stairs together.
SOL (CONT’D)
Okay, tell me your plan, the sooner
we can be ready the better.
EXT. EDGE OF THE BOULDER FIELD - EVENING
Preparations are being made for the sprint across the flat.
Each Sahn ritualistically checks his revolver, some lay in pieces
on leather cloth, oil massaged methodically into the few moving
parts.
Ash finishes reassembling the spare. It shines in the evening light,
unrecognizable as the wreck given by his father.
KING
Ho young blud.
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ASH
(Without looking up)
You call me Sahn. Get me?
KING
Heard you talkin' to your da'.
Don't have the stomach to do him
we's chasing? Tell you what. Give
'at iron over an' I'll put one
through his head for ya.
(Beat)
Heard you lost yours anyway, pr'aps
I'd take better care...
Ash moves quick, before King finishes his sentence he has a
broken lip with a fully assembled gun pressed against it.
ASH
Shut your fuckin' mouth Drover
before I put a slug in it. I've
sworn to rid the world of shit like
you. Lucky right now, you come in
handy...
(He smiles)
Or stumpy, you get me? The moment
you prove otherwise...
CLICK - He pulls the hammer backKING
Big words... For a man with a bigbore shoved in my face. Hows 'bout
you put down Iron, I put down steel
and we see whats what.
ASH
Is it? Right then.
Taking a step back he lays the gun respectfully on his shammy,
King drops his blade carelessly to the ground.
Ash tucks his right hand down the back of his pantsASH (CONT’D)
How's this? Even it up some?
Stumpy.
King licks the blood off his lips and spits.
KING
I'd say no need... Boy.
CRACK - Without warning Ash whips out a sweet left hook straight
to Kings jaw.
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ONE PUNCH. ONE SECOND. DONE.
ASH TURNS THE FLOORED MAN OVER WITH HIS BOOT. KING'S EYES
FLUTTER OPEN.
ASH
You get me, boy? Now ready your
men.

